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Breast Deboner Produces Unmatched Yields In
A Variety Of Cuts at Harrison Poultry
CMS-ACE DB-5 Breast Deboner
is an all-new automated deboning
concept engineered, designed,
manufactured and supported in
the US.
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“It’s the best automated deboning
machine in the business,” says Andy
Harris, Harrison Poultry vice
president of operations. “It’s the
hottest on the market. Yield quality,
uptime and footprint all make it
appealing, and automation is where
we are heading. The quality of the
product is very good, and the yield is
comparable to hand deboning.”
Harrison Poultry has four CMS-ACE
DB-5 Breast Deboners in its
Bethlehem, GA processing plant.
Founded in 1959, Harrison Poultry
has 850 employees and processes
42 million birds per year.
When developing its deboner, CMS
utilized chicken from Harrison
Poultry for its test runs.

To date Harrison has installed a total of four of the machines.

“It’s the best
automated
deboning
machine in
the business,”
— Andy Harris,
Harrison Poultry
vice president of
operations.

“They provided the finished product
for us to take a look at,” Harris said.
“The wing cuts were good and frame
cuts were too. We put the deboner in
our plant. To begin with we ran it
every day, starting at 35 birds per
minute and now are at 50 birds per
minute, while maintaining minimal need for rework.”

The CMS-ACE DB-5 only needs two employees loading the machine.

It produces the highest yield whole wings, butterfly cuts,
clipped tenders on the market today while automatically
adjusting for a wide range of bird sizes.
The breast deboner is easily maintained, has a small footprint
(22-foot long and 41-inch wide), reduces labor costs, and
features a simple “plug & debone” platform for easy installation.
See Deboner Page 3
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Seasoned Project and Site Managers Make
Installation Process Easy
Our project managers
Ronnie Williamson and
Chuck Champion, and
site manager Greg Tarpley
have decades of
experience in the poultry
equipment industry.
They are our team
members who lead the
installation and set up
your CMS Solutions &
Logistics equipment.
Their knowledge and
experience make the
installation process
seamless.
Ronnie works with

customers throughout the
sales process, providing
information and technical
expertise about the
equipment. He has more
than 30 years of poultry
equipment installation
experience with several
equipment manufacturing
companies. He acquired his
manufacturing experience
working as a fabricator and
shop foreman, as well as in
the service department,
quality control and
transportation areas.
Chuck installs our food
processing equipment. An
industry veteran with 30

Ronnie Williamson

Chuck Champion

years of experience, he
has worked for several large
equipment manufacturers.
He is a Marshall Tech
graduate and earned AWS
certification in 1991.
Greg brings 25 years of
experience, including more

Greg Tarpley

than 15 with two large
poultry equipment
manufacturers. He has
worked as an installation
and service technician as
well as a welder, fabricator
and machinist throughout
his career.

Six Experienced Service Technicians Help Customers In Many Areas
CMS Solutions & Logistics’
team of experienced
service technicians Jesus
(Chuy) Rivas, Chad Grant,
Curtis Deaton, Bobby
Chapman, Jack Howard
and Patrick Siemens are a
great resource for
our customers.

Jesus Rivas
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Chuy, Chad, Curtis,
Bobby and Jack provide
on-site installation,
repair, maintenance,
troubleshooting and testing
of all CMS equipment. They
also train customers on
proper operation and
maintenance of equipment.

Chad Grant

Curtis Deaton

All six have extensive
backgrounds as service
technicians in the
poultry industry.

mechanical, pneumatic,
hydraulic, and electrical
components and systems.

Chuy has worked in the
poultry industry since 2013,
and has experience in
various aspects of

Bobby Chapman

Chad, who holds a
mechanical engineering
degree from the University
See Technicians Page 4

Jack Howard

Patrick Siemens
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Deboner, Continued from Page 1

Breast Cut

The Wing Cutter makes a precision whole wing cut.
Clipped Tenders

Whole Wings

Typical deboning system of the CMS ACE DB-5.

The machine can run front halves
and footballs with or without necks
and will also process one wing birds.
It utilizes a simple touchscreen PLC
control system with an integrated
automatic safety shut-off.
Birds are manually loaded by two
employees and an automatic
positioner assists in aligning the birds
correctly. The neck skin cutting
module makes a precise cut. The
CMS-ACE DB-5 breast deboner
then makes the precision whole
wing cut. After the scapula and

wishbone are cut, the breast roller
harvests each breast with no
cartilage remaining and the tenders
are clipped and harvested for
maximum yield and quality.
The design makes maintenance and
cleaning easy.
“It’s a maintenance manager’s
dream,” says Mike Womack, Harrison
Poultry maintenance manager. It’s
simple to maintain because it only
takes air, water and power to run it.”

At CMS, we work closely with our
customers and share information.
We don’t just sell you a machine.
We want to know what we can do
to make your operation better and
more profitable.
“We work very closely with CMS,”
Harris says. “We maintain production
and maintenance records and talk
to them almost every day. We work
together. We share the good and
the bad and they always strive to
find solutions that work best for
our needs.”
Please contact us at 678-971-6715
for more information on our new
breast deboner.
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CMS Features New Equipment at IPPE 2022
CMS will showcase its expanded
line of equipment at IPPE 2022,
including the new CMS-ACE DB-5
Breast Deboner.

systems, scalders, giblet chillers, wing
wheels, gizzard defatters, cut-up saws,
vat/tub washing, hygienic entrance and
vacuum transport systems.

At the IPPE, customers
will learn about CMS’s
line of equipment that
includes the new
automated breast
deboner, dark meat deboning, overhead
systems, offal screens, water re-use

Also, hear more about
our millwrighting,
maintenance services
and parts department.
Come visit us at the show in booth
11309 in C Hall.

CMS Offers An Extensive Inventory Of Parts

We maintain a large inventory of
original CMS parts, which are
manufactured using high-quality
materials and developed for
optimum performance.
Our inventory includes parts for
overhead systems, bearings,
sprockets, shafts, gearmotors,
shackles and belts. Sprockets are
available made to order and for
specialty OEMs.
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Genea Tatum, with more than 20
years of experience in the poultry
industry in parts, maintenance
and sales, heads our parts sales.
She previously served as inside
sales manager for an aftermarket
parts manufacturer.
For more information on our
parts inventory, please contact
CMS at 678-971-6715 or 833872-4178 (toll free)

Technicians, Continued from Page 2

of North Georgia, has 43 years of
experience in the poultry industry
and 20 years of experience as a
service technician and in research
and development.
In his long career as a service
technician, Curtis has worked in
several industries including
positions with poultry equipment
manufacturers. He holds
certifications in computer
electronics and engineering from
Bauder College.
Bobby, who has 26 years of
experience in the poultry industry,
worked as a service technician
with a large poultry equipment
manufacturer for 16 years. He
also worked in quality control for
a large poultry processing
company for 10 years.
Jack has more than 35 years of
experience in poultry processing
industry. He has worked for
several major processing
equipment companies throughout
his career. He also has experience
as a further processing
production supervisor for a major
poultry producer and has worked
as a salesman, production
supervisor, in research &
development, as a project
manager and service technician.
Patrick has worked as an
electrician, mechanical technician
and service technician in the
poultry industry since 2000.
He previously worked with two
other poultry equipment
companies before joining CMS.
He has more than 30 years of
experience as an electrician.
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